Bmw 525xi 2008

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. The oil pan had to be
removed to get to it". In middle of big battle with BMW corporate to be compensated for out of
pockets expenses". Very common problem according to the internet. Major safety issue". This
may have been existing for a long time without my knowledge and I am thankful". Let them go
for several years. Oil filter housing seal leaking". The oil leak came from the oil filter housing
gasket AND valve cover gasket. Mechanic recommended that while replacing the valve cover
gaskets, the actual valve cover be replaced too since it is made of plastic, and suggested we
would be redoing the cover not too far in the future when the plastic finally deteriorated. What is
most baffling is that BMW decided to remove the oil dipstick forcing me to rely completely on
electronic sensors for oil levels. The labor cost of the repairs was substantial, and these seem
to be systemic problems with these cars". Seals and gaskets to front x drive unit". Expensive
repair". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Not a
terrible fix will wait until its worse before I switch it out". Replace water pump and solved issue.
Water pump also indicated failure and was replaced. This is the second time that has been
replaced". Car went into "safe mode" with reduced power and had to be towed to dealer for
repair". Engine light went red and then engine stopped in less than a minute. Failure was the
electric cooling fan quit. Very dangerous situation on Massachusetts turnpike in rush hour". Car
stopped running with little warning. Was stranded away from home - barely made it to a safe
place off the road". I was stranded on a very cold winter night". Caused overheating and fan
blade came apart, piercing radiator and destroying fan cowl. Glad we were not on the highway!
It is hard to get to which drives labor costs through the roof. Other components must also be
changed along with the water pump which also drives costs. What would be hundreds of dollars
on most cars ends up being thousands on a BMW. Needed to be replaced. Water pump failed
and engine sensor disabled engine power; we had to pull to curb and be towed for repair.
Requires new water pump, thermostat, sensors and radiator fluid draining and replacement at
70, miles". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger,
timing chain or timing belt. Repair by BMW was not a full fix but they would not repair
subsequent problem which was engine running rough and excessive smoking in cold weather".
Eventually, the lifters dry out and fail resulting in a common knocking noise. BMW has the
dealers perform placebo remedies to delay the issue until the warranty period has expired.
These remedies include flushing the oil system and replacement of the failed lifter which will fail
again after a period of time. This is a very common problem and is widely described on the
internet. This results in draining excess oil from the lifters promoting premature failure and
engine knock. Needless to say, we will never purchase another BMW. Very expensive". In
BMW's replacing anything in the engine is a major affair because everything is packed so
tightly. Once in last year. Fixed before I purchased it". BMW would not replace all of them at
once, only has they broke. Had to replace injectors". Most likely the turbo isn't working perfectly
in a vacuum. Checked vacuum system - that seems fine". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and
related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. After repeated attempts, the
door finally opened and the alarm went off. It never happened again, but". Never did receive my
re-imbursment from BMW". Which mine did". I think it has to do with the connection or seating
of the bulb". Very expensive replacement". Required installation of updated computer
software". Had to pull the entire front grill assembly to access the wires to replace them. The
halo lights cannot be repaired without a complete change of the whole unit as corrosion has
damaged it. Very expensive to replace. The headlights both burned out within a year of
ownership, as well as the rear lights. They said they had to remove the tire to reach the bulb.
Design is bad. Had to take out front bumper to chang a light bulb". Goes out for a week or so
then comes back". They don't always turn on when you press the switch. Probably bad bulb
seating or poor workmanship on installation by the dealer mechanic. They are non-essential
and thus not worth fixing". Diversity antenna needed to be replaced. The dealer now relocates
the module on as th". BMW does not want to deliver a quality product". Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. Super fast. Then I gave up the ghost. It was like dating the hot girl in high

school. Fun while it lasted but you knew it wouldn't last long. May never go BMW again. Both
used. Both paid cash. Looks like an old mans car but starts every day and doesn't look as
cheaply put together as a Buick. Still, maybe Buick next time. Had to have vehicle towed in and
battery replaced". When I brought it to the dealership, they tested it and said it was fine. Over
the next four days, I had to jumpstart it every morning! Had cable replaced". This is a known
problem with the car model". Ignition brains". Said this happens turbo models". Replaced all 6
of them. Replaced and ran great. Dealer replaced all spark plugs and said if that didn't work,
needed to replace other parts.. Luckily only plugs so ". I got in my car and when I tried to start it
nothing happened. The starter had, on occasion, caused very slight difficulty. It just wore out at
miles. Expensive repair as always with BMW. And everything is now electronic, so a small
problem balloons in cost for repairs. One day at repair shop. It made no noise as if it was
disconnected from the engine. This was about two years ago". At times, more than three
gallons has been removed after sitting out in the rain". Also, the water pump was not working
properly. So much water leaked that my carpets were soaked and had to be replaced at high
cost. Repair shop said it used a different sealant at recommendation of 3M, the vendor. And
shop said it had repaired other BMW' models with same problem. However BMW is still using
the same vapor barrier and sealant. Also there was a major engine problem not on your
checklist. The eccentric shaft sensor i". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. The
repair was very expensive covered under an extended warranty I purchased ". Problem was
fixed. Not sue this is true. No leaks on floor of garage. Have trouble with the service
department". We will be dumping this flivver as soon as possible and purchase another Volvo.
Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack
and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars,
bushings, electronic or air suspension. BMW dealer couldn't get it right. Fixed by private
garage". Over time the clips deteriorate and leaks start. Easy fix by replacing with new metal
clips". So I had to replace both front struts which was costly". Dealership cannot fix the
problem". I have not had this problem repaired. I can mitigate this issue by using the climate
control on its manual setting. Plastic blade failure caused it to rub and made noise". Antilock
system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking,
brake failure or wear. Doesnt do it all the time and sometimes restarting car clears the message.
Not ssure if the AWD is really nor working or not". They were near failure point when I noticed
the problem". At 50 some thousand miles the rotors should not have failed, but they did.
Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e.
It will only keep time for a couple of days max". It deteriorated somewhat slowly but did
eventually die. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or
sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. The front panel
shattered without known cause. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Had
to replace component. It affected multiple systems. Also, the electronics that deal with the trunk
opening latch failed and are being replaced". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose
interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque
converter, clutch replacement. I was stunned that it took this long. I expected it at much closer
to the K mark. It was expensive, but I am very happy it lasted so long". Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used The freshening of the BMW 5 Series is a mixed blessing. We really
liked the new twin-turbocharged six-cylinder engine, the agile handling and the improved
interior craftsmanship. But the car's overcomplicated controls make living with it frustrating.
Marginal side-crash-test results from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety are also not up
to par for a luxury sedan. There are 6 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability.
Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View
Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling.
Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate
System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More
Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how
through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Accessory belts or
pulleys "The belt broke and was ingested into the engine Major safety issue" David H. This may

have been existing for a long time without my knowledge and I am thankful" R L. The labor cost
of the repairs was substantial, and these seem to be systemic problems with these cars"
Barbara O. Not a terrible fix will wait until its worse before I switch it out" Joshua N. This is the
second time that has been replaced" John P. Car went into "safe mode" with reduced power
and had to be towed to dealer for repair" D B. Was stranded away from home - barely made it to
a safe place off the road" Anonymous, PA BMW 5 Series xi "Car over heated and had to be
towed in. Requires new water pump, thermostat, sensors and radiator fluid draining and
replacement at 70, miles" Michael B. Repair by BMW was not a full fix but they would not repair
subsequent problem which was engine running rough and excessive smoking in cold weather"
Anonymous, BC BMW 5 Series xi 3. Checked vacuum system - that seems fine" Joshua N.
Alarm or security system excluding aftermarket systems "The car locked us in one day; nothing
would open the doors, including repeated pulls on the door handles and repeatedly pushing the
unlock button. Very expensive replacement" Ann B. The dealer now relocates the module on as
th" Nicholas G. BMW does not want to deliver a quality product" William R. Had to have vehicle
towed in and battery replaced" Michael B. This is a known problem with the car model" Michael
D. Air or water leaks "the drains around moon-roof were clogged; in a heavy rain the water was
unable to drain and poured in the car" Anonymous, CA BMW 5 Series i 3. At times, more than
three gallons has been removed after sitting out in the rain" Michael R. Gear selector or linkage
"The electronic shifter would not move out of Park. The repair was very expensive covered
under an extended warranty I purchased " William C. Have trouble with the service department"
Carol S. Emission control devices includes EGR "This vehicle has failed emission testing
several times and the problem is usually an fuel tank emission valve. Alignment "Potholes kept
knocking it out of alignment" Stephen F. Fixed by private garage" Tim O. Easy fix by replacing
with new metal clips" Christopher B. So I had to replace both front struts which was costly"
Jason H. Dealership cannot fix the problem" Marc P. Plastic blade failure caused it to rub and
made noise" Richard C. Locks and latches "the power door locks sometimes do not work at all
or work only they work slowly. Driveshaft or axle "front driveshaft u-joint failed causing
significant damage to adjacent engine parts" Anonymous, CA BMW 5 Series xi 3. Clutch
replacement "At nearly ,km I had to have the clutch replaced. It was expensive, but I am very
happy it lasted so long" Larry W. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Acura
TL. BMW 5 Series. Lexus ES. Mercedes-Benz E-Class. This score shows whether the model had
more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the total
number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. An electrical short can
cause the parts within the PCV valve to melt, increasing the risk of a fire, even when the vehicle
is not in use. Read Recall Details. The heater for the positive crankcase ventilation PCV valve
may short circuit. What should you do:. Interim letters were mailed on November 27, Owners
will receive a second notification by the end of October Owners may contact BMW customer
service at Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Intermittent light operation
reduces the ability to warn other motorists of the driver's intentions, increasing the risk of a
crash. BMW is recalling certain model year through i, i, i, and M5 passenger cars manufactured
from March 1, , through December 31, Over time, increased resistance at the taillight electrical
contact points may cause damage to the ground terminal and housing of the connector
resulting in an intermittent or permanent loss of functionality of one or more rear lamp
functions tail, brake, turn-signal, reverse. BMW will notify owners, and dealers will replace the
rear lamp bulb carriers free of charge. This condition could cause the fan motor to become
inoperative, or cause the motor circuit board in the assembly to overheat, potentially leading to
a fire in the engine compartment. This recall involves aftermarket parts sold by Valeo. A
metal-oxide semiconductor may overheat due to insufficient screwing of the semiconductor on
the aluminum heat sink. This primary failure could cause adjacent components on the fan
assembly motor circuit board to overheat and short. Valeo will notify owners and replace the
fans free of charge. The safety recall began on August 22, This recall is being conducted by
Valeo, not by BMW. For further information, owners may contact Valeo at Show More. Check
Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. They guys are really nice and seemingly honest,
This lot is a purchase only site so you have to bring your own financing. Bought at Chevy
Equinox for them. After 2 and half weeks check engine light came on and have had nothing but
problems. Sunroof leaks, rust all under the car, connector replaced, in desperate need of tune
up and other issues. I called the dealership and they said there was nothing they could do. I will
never buy another car from them ever again. I highly recommend you look elsewhere. I drove
from 2 hours away. I'm just going say I was very happy to have found a honest dealership and

handled everything as professionals. The dealer was rude and very dry. He responded to my
emails quickly but was rude in the email While trying to get information about the car he walked
away. I had a mechanic look at the car the dealer has it overpriced the dealer told me to take my
money elsewhere. The car is not levelers and the passenger side door is replaced with duck
tape to mimic the leather that should be there. Very unprofessional I will not recommend
anyone. Customer service is key and these people are money hungry. Golden Rule Auto
practices what they preach. Ambrose was extremely helpful. The customer service was
flawless. Drove almost two hours to check out this car, and it was exactly as advertised. Thank
you! Great experience!! Immediately reached out based on my interest - very responsive and
professional. Would recommend Ambrose and his team!! The car wasn't great. Dakota was very
helpful and there were no high pressure sales. It was a great experience, and we love our new
truck! I was contacted quickly by Nash with regard to my inquiry on CarGurus. He and I talked at
length about the particular automobile I was looking at on their website. I have not purchased a
vehicle yet, but would definitely contact and visit Car House based on texts and phone calls I've
had with Nash in the past. Nash was very helpful. He was extremely kind and his
professionalism was very much appreciated. Was able to get us approved even with our
challenged credit scores. Though we chose to go with a different dealership he is still someone
worth trying. Highly recommended. An anomaly in the used car business. Straightforward, no
games good prices. Bought nice car at a good price. Fernando was great. These guys were
awesome!! I def recommend them! They were very nice and informative. We go a Cruze instead
of the Sonic. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide
on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After
all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in
their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Image Not Available. CarGurus User. The 5 Series
BMW is by far the best all around value in this segment. I especially liked the i since it is the
only year for the 5 series to have the inline 6 N52N and an 8 speed ZF transmission. This
combination is awesome highway gas mileage d Read more. Smooth, good looking, quiet,
plenty of power and handles well in the Sport setting. The Lexus GS had a front end design that
I could not live with. The Mercedes E was expensive. Not much out there with the blend of
features that a Mi, or M5 has. I would consider the Audi equivalent, or maybe a Japanese
equivalent. Not a big fan of Mercedes either. Definitely not anything American made. BMW is a
bit pricey, so I might have to back up a couple years to get in in my budget. Why Use CarGurus?
A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle
History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. We know safety is key for purchasing a

vehicle. We also know that this vehicle has never been in any kind of wreck. We know the
importance of a powerful engine for those tough jobs. Grip the road like never before with this
sports tuned suspension. The unblemished exterior of this one means she is ready to be shown
off immediately. Absolutely no interior maintenance is needed on this car. Not a problem. Every
car that we sell has been thoroughly inspected by us and is also comes with a clean history as
verified by CARFAX. Call us for information about our optional extended warranty packages that
we have available. With approved credit we can provide you a vehicle with low monthly
payments and no hassle. Come swing by today and check out this great deal, we are only
minutes from Buckeystown! Not a single dent or scratch! Runs great and drives like new. Fully
loaded interior. Hard-to-find model! Well maintained. Perfect family vehicle. Perfect first car!
Odometer is miles below market average! Good credit, or bad credit, we are able to offer rates
as low as 3. Come to the Sherman Oaks region and consult with us about selling your car. Our
low overhead allows us to offer you more money. If you are in need of returning a lease, come
to our dealership and we may even be able to buy out your lease return and save you penalty
fees, especially if you are over your mileage limit or have a minor damage on your car! Call or
visit our Pre-owned Car Dealership today! A portion of every sale will be donated to a local
charity, doing our small part to make a big difference. As our customer, you are part of this and
we appreciate you. Please follow us on Facebook for our donations. Grab a bargain on this
BMW 5 Series i while we have it. Spacious yet easy to maneuver, its dependable transmission
and its strong Gas I6 3. Vehicle was registered as lease vehicle. Have BAD credit? Have GOOD
credit? Call today or visit our website: Vehicle information is based off standard equipment and
may vary from vehicle to vehicle. Call or email for complete vehicle specific information. This
offer is not redeemable for cash and may not be combined with any other discount or offer.
Excellent Condition, no accident! Financing available. What are you waiting for? Call now or
visit our website: Our finance department is dedicated to finding the best possible rates and
terms for you. Please, write down what you need to bring in so you can take immediate delivery
of the vehicle you selected: Driver license, Two recent pay stubs, References, Phone or utility
bill in customer name , Title for your trade. Thanks for visiting We have been Cleveland's
leading Independent dealership for over 50 years. Every vehicle we sell has been safety
inspected and serviced and is ready for immediate delivery. If you are interested in this vehicle,
it is our suggestion that you contact us at your earliest convenience, as we do turn our
inventory very quickly. Make the short drive from Nashville, Murfreesboro, or Huntsville to visit
our Franklin, TN dealership for a test drive today! All our vehicles are carefully hand selected by
professionals. We are a family owned business that started locally in Our dealership is focused
on low overhead to provide the best and unbeatable prices with the highest quality to our
buyers. It is equipped with a Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is
available. Clean carfax with no accidents! Just replaced front brake pads and rotors, new set of
tires, fresh oil change, new battery and more! BMW made limited production of the 5 series
wagon and is even harder to find with twin turbo variant! Dont miss out on this discontinued hot
wagon! Call us today to schedule a test drive!! We finance anyone! Call us today ! For complete
interior and exterior pictures and further details along with the free Carfax report, visit our
website at Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Sedan 5, Station Wagon 7. Trim i 13 xi
3 i i xDrive xi 3 e 22 e iPerformance e xDrive 5 e xDrive iPerformance i 1, i xDrive 1, xi 6 d 16 d
xDrive 12 i i xDrive xi 9 d xDrive 4 i i xDr
79 ford bronco parts
west marine circuit breakers
91 accord main relay
ive i 4 i 55 i xDrive 47 ActiveHybrid 5 1 Mi xDrive Engine Type Diesel 31 Gas 4, Hybrid Cylinders
4 cylinders 3, 6 cylinders 1, 8 cylinders Fuel Economy. Electric Range 10 mi 30 mi. Electric
Range. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No
accidents. Know The Deal. Frame damage. New Listing. Not provided. Showing 1 - 18 out of 5,
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This was my 1st and last BMW. Bought the car new, in the 6
years and 34K miles I've owned the car, I had a faulty battery, bad fuel pump, dead oxygen
sensor, and a failed water pump. I was stranded 3 times car completely died and almost
stranded twice. So, multiple trips to the shops and over 2 grand of repair bills later, I have finally
gave up on this "ultimate driving machine". It was a fun car to drive while it worked. The worst
part is that I totally lost my confidence in it and can no longer feel comfortable taking this car on
any extended trips. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

